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LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ITS, APPLKATIONS 
#bea of Convex Hull of Matrix Eigenvalues 
Let ~(~) be tfle area of the convex hull of the point set in the complex 
plane consisting of all the e~~envalues of the Fz X $2 matrix A =I (ai j)* 
Let ifA ii2 = C iaij[? Then he ratio ~(~)~I~~4 1 I2 is one of the measures 
;zf tlie area1 spread of A defined in il]. ‘ The aim of this note il;;, to find 
the number 
where the supremum is taken over all complex at ,X $2 matrices A -& 0. 
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Hence 
/js -+- d2 + . l l + A, ~3 R(A){PIG2 + P2G2 -+- l l . -+ P,G2}. 
This implies that, for at least one value of Y, 
, 
6% 
Write s = P,G, t = P,,IG, 0 =: /_ P,GP,+l. Then (3) gives 
&t 2 Jst sin 0 2 4JR(A){s2 + t2} > R(A)st. 
That is, 1 2 R(A) = a(il)j/ jA ‘j 12 for all A # 0. This reduces to equalit> 
when A = diag(1, - 1, i, - i, 0, 0,. . . , 0). Hence 4 - k, for ,+z >, 4. 
In the case n = 3, a(A ) is equal to the area of the triangle whost. 
vertices Qs, Qa, Q3 are the three eigenvalues of A. Since G is the centrckt 
of this triangle, 
Q lG2 i- Q2G2 + Q&" = $(t+ + b2 + $1 = $(a2 + b2 - ab cos 41, 
where a, b, c are the side lengths of the triangle and 4 is the angle opposite 
the side C. From (2) we get 
R(A)(Q,G* -+ QzG2 A-- QsG2} < area Q1Q3Q3 = Sub sin 4, 
i$ab sin t$ 
Because the maximum value of the right-hand side in (1 -<, 4 6 z is 
)1’3, we have $I!3 .. 5 a(A)/1 I.4 1 I2 for all 3 x 3 matrices A + 0. This-: 
_- 
reduces to equality when ,4 = diag(1 +- i1(3, 1 - i\ 3, -- 2). I--- Hence: 
&$ -i k:$. 
